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Does Your Business Communications Provider Offer Managed Services?

The NOC provides advanced network
Ultimately, managed services gives
control, systems management and help
small to mid-sized companies the ability
desk operations to ensure optimal
to focus on their core competency, while
performance on a daily basis. This is a
feeling comfortable knowing that their
critical component because a network is
network is being managed by a highly
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skilled team of experts focused on
2007 – A common theme among many
instance, at one company two employees
efficiency and productivity. This
small to mid-sized companies is their
uploaded
webcam
software
onto
the
strategic process is a welcome relief for
inability to micro-manage their network.
network so they could watch their
IT managers with understaffed
These organizations are typically
children at daycare. The live video
departments. It also eliminates the stress
understaffed and lack the sufficient skill
stream shutdown the entire network and
normally associated with IT for owners
level, technological capacity or resources
bandwidth
destroying
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for
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to keep their network operating in a fully
the day. Remote monitoring would have
business and not in their business. So if
optimized state.
proactively identified the problem as
your business communications provider
Running an efficient network is not
well
as
the
appliance
causing
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doesn’t offer managed services that
easy, especially with the convergence of
Your business communications
eliminates the two greatest risks
voice and data. Too often companies are
provider should also couple their
associated with technology – stop what
caught up in day-to-day operations that
managed services offering with the new
you’re doing and immediately remission-critical network maintenance
manner
in
which
technology
is
being
evaluate your impending relationship.
and security management get
purchased. It’s essentially a leasing
overlooked. In today’s business
option for new equipment and
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technology’s obsolescence. For instance,
satisfaction through total customer
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the network at all times to ensure optimal
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use. As we all know, the network is the
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